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.ABSTRACT
Title: A Comparison of Two Approaches to In-Service Education
Based on Teacher Attitude Towards and Utilization of
Techniques of Individualized Instruction.
Investigator: William A. Rieck
This experiment compared pre test and post test scores
of teachers

on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory and

two tests designed

by

the investigator to assess teacher

attitude toward and use of individualized teaching techniques.
Three groups of teachers were used with one experimental group
undergoing a traditional workshop session, one experimental
group undergoing a learning packet approach and the third
experimental group serving as a non-treatment group.
The data collected was statistically treated using
analysis of variance. The hypothesis tested were: (1) There
is no significant difference in teacher attitude towards
techniques of individualizing instruction as measured

by

the

change in mean scores on the Oak Forest Teacher Attitude
Inventory among the three experimental groups; (2) There is
no significant difference in teather attitude toward the
learning process as measured by the change in mean scores
on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory among the three
experimental groups, and (3) There is no significant difference
in the use of individualized teaching techniques as
by

the

chang~

in mean scores

o~

m~asured

the Oak forest Scale of

;i i

Use of Teaching Techniques. In each case the analysis resulted
in non-rejection of the null hypothesis at the .05 level.
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C HAP T E R I
IHE. EROBLEM 8Wl DEFINITIONS QE. TERt:lS !J..S.ED.
In-service education for professional educators has
been a part of the educational scene since the last century.
During modern times, the whole concept and execution of inservice training has come under a high.degree of scrutiny by
all members of the profession.
Historically, in-service education has been organized
and directed by the administration of a school or school
district.

Unfortunately, administrators frequently view the

task of arranging in-service programs with displeasure.

As

will be seen in Chapter two many teachers and teacher organizations are speaking out loudly on the poor quality of inservice education and on the distinct lack of teacher participation during the planning stages.
Concurrent with, but independent of concerns related
to in-service education, are problems relative to the improvement of instructional methods for maximizing student learning.
In the view of many people, individualized instruction is one
way to improve the overall quality of teaching in todays
schools, while others maintain that the more traditional
approaches serve their educational goals well enough.
It may be advisable to combine interest in in-service
education with contemporary concerns in the area of individualizing instruction.

It is possible that techniques of

2

individualized instruction could be successfully applied to
in-service training programs.

The individualized approach

could then be compared with the more traditional workshop
technique for the purpose of determining the relative effectiveness of the approaches to in-service training,

I

I

Statement~

THE PROBLEM

the problem.

It is the purpose of this

study to determine the relative effectiveness, with respect
to teacher attitudes towards the learning process and teacher
planning of instructional activities, of two approaches to
professional in-service education.

The two approaches

studied the traditional half-day workshop and individualized
instruction.
Significance~

the studl.

There are few areas with-

in education which have had more management problems then
that of in-service education.

Teachers and administrators

alike have lamented the wasted effort to provide important
in-service activities, activities which have meaning to the
teachers.
It is difficult to assign responsibility for the
f a i 1u re of i n -s er v i c e ed u ca ti o na l p r o gr am s .

Fr eq u en t l y o ne

hears that a lack of appropriate topic is to blame, yet even
where topics seem to be appropriate, the programs do not
succeed.

Critics of in-service programs frequently point to

the time factor and ask how administrators can expect change

3

when a short period of time is provided to cover a vast and
imp or tan t top i c .
Clearly, if an approach to in-service training which
reduces the amount of released time necessary to complete
the task produces satisfactory results the technique could
be applied to many situations for improved training results.
In order to ascertain if an approach is superior to the
traditional workshop, this tudy was designed.
Assum p ti o ns .

A s a res u l t of the l et er at u r e r ev i e w,

several assumptions were formulated to delimit the hypotheses.

It was assumed that:
l .

I n - s er v i c e ed u ca t 1o n pro gr am s we r e a n
effective' means in effecting teacher
behavior changes.

2.

In-service education was in need of
more effective approaches and methodology.

3.

While the attitudes and backgrounds
of specific individual teachers
effects what they learn from an inservice program, when an entire
faculty is considered these differences are minimized.

4.

Teacher attitudes and actions can
be meas u r ed by em pl oy i ng wr i t ten
assessment devices.

4

Hypotheses.

This investigation was constructed to

test the null hypotheses enumerated below.
1.

There is no significant difference in
teacher attitude toward techniques of
individualizing instruction as measured
by the change in mean scores on the Oak
Forest Teacher Attitude Inventory among
the three experimental groups.

2.

There is no significant difference in
tea c her a t t i tu d e tow a rd t he 1 ea r n i ng
process as measured by the change in
mean scores on the Minnesota Teacher
Attitude Inventory among the three
experimental groups.

3.

There is no significant difference
in the use of individualized teaching
t ec hn i qu es as mea sured by the change
in mean scores on the Oak Forest Scale
of Use of Teaching Techniques among
the three experimental groups.

Delimitations of the investigation.

This study was

limited to a comparison of a traditional half-day workshop
approach to in-service education with a more individualized
approach and a non-treatment group.

Further9 the study used

only the entire 1974-75 faculty of Oak Forest High School as
a population.

Oak Forest is a middle class community on the

socio-economic stratum

5

Thi s i nv est i g a t 1 on d id not attempt to re 1 ate res u 1 ts
to the subjects educational, socio-economic or religious
background.

The sex and age of the subjects were not studied.

Factors or variables other then the type of in-service training was not considered in any way.

I I,

Pf:F IN IIO.ti§. Qf.

If.RM~

YilQ.

Based on extensive reading, the author has developed
the following eclectic definitons for use in this investigation.
In-service education is defined as any training provided by the school ·district to improve or change the behavior or professional employees.

The training experiences are

provided at no cost to the teacher and all teachers are expected to participate.
Half-day workshop is defined as those experiences
planned by the school administration and consultant for the
teachers.

The half-day workshop takes place in a two hour

span of time during which teachers are released from classroom obligations to attend the program.
Individualized instruction for purposes of this
research is defined as an approach to learning whereby the
learner is perimittld to select one Qr more of the following:
1.

Objectives to be achieved.

2.

Materials to achieve objectives.

3.

Pacing of learning.

6

In-service Approach A may be termed the traditional
half-day workshop and may be operationally defined as meeting the following criteria:
l.

The school administration identifies the
topic and objectives of the in-service
program with the assistance and participation of the faculty in-service committee.

2.

The administration contacts the consultants who will conduct the workshop and
communicates to her the topic and objectives of the program.

3.

The administration sets a date, time and
place for the workshop.

4.

The administration informs the consultant
and the workshop participants of the date,
time and

5.

plac~

of· the workshop.

The administration asks the consultant what
material the school should have for the
workshop.

6.

The consultant informs the school administration what materials the school should
provide.

7.

The consultant arrives with the materials
she wil 1 provid.e and use during the workshop.

B.

The workshop is conducted by the consul-

7

tant using a lecture-demonstration approach
with time for questioning.
ln-service Approach! employs

indiv~dualized

instruc-

tion and may be operationally defined as meeting the follow; ng er it er 1a :
l.

The school administration identifies the
topic and objectives of the in-service
program with the assistance and full participation of the faculty in-service
committee.

2.

The administrator in charge of the inservice program constructs a learning
packet on the topic using materials
available from the high school learning
center.

3.

Teacher participants are issued the
1earn i ng packets and g iv en i ns tr u ct i on s
on how to use them.

4.

Teachers use the learning packets ..

In-service Approach

~is

a non-treatment approach and

may be operationally defined as meeting the following criteria:
l.

Non-attendance and non-participation in
Approach A.

2.

Non-participation in Approach B.

3.

Instructions are given not to discuss
the topics or objectives with teachers

8

who are participating in any of the
in-service approaches.
Learning packet for purposes of this research will be
defined as a printed booklet having the elements listed
below:
1.

Rational containing the purpose and
background the packet.

2.

Objectives of the packet stated in
measurable terms.

3.

Pre-test for use by the participating
teachers.

4.

Learning activities offering wide choice
for 1 earn er s e 1 ec ti on .

5.

Post-test for use by the learners.

C HAP T E R I I
REVIEW OF IlfE LIIEB8TU~E
The professional literature is replete with works related to both in-service education and individualized instruction.

Because this investigation into in-service training

includes an individualized approach, the literature review
will be divided into two major divisions such that the first
pertains to in-service training while the second relates to
forms of individualized instruction.

l. LlIEBATURE Qt! JN-S&RVJC.E ~Ut8.JION

In-service education is not a new concept.

Tyler 1

has pointed out that programs of in-service training were
being used in the

nine\~nth

sively as today.

With the in-service need being recognized

century, though not as exten-

so early in the development of the public school system, it
is only natural to anticipate a significant argument in
favor of the practice.
Graduates of colleges who enter the teaching pro ..
fession;1may not be ready for tne task whicb awaits

the111~

1 Ralph W. Tyler, "In-service Education of Teachers:
A Look at the Past and Future," In Im~rov'in9 'In .. Serv·tce
Education edited by Louis J. Rub1n, ( b§!bfi.: Allyn and
Bacon, fnc., 1971).

I0

Keller has pointed c:.it that

11

•••

four and five year training

programs are inadequate in preparing young men and women for
the many adaptations expected of them in teaching." 2 Keller's
o~servation

has been supported in a study conducted by Savage

who declared • ••• pre-service education can only hope to prepare teachers to begin to teach. "3 In a more recent study
on the continuing education of teachers, Rubin sounded the
same theme as both Savage and Keller.

Specifically, Rubin

states, "In the making of a teacher, it is highly probable
that in-service education is ,infinately more important then
pre-service training. 114
The accumulated message seems to be that undergraduate schools simply cannot adequately prepare an individual
for the multi faceted experience we call teaching.
Ev en if nt'G lqreb~tr:e do prepare students for the task
awaiting them as teachers there would still be a need for
extensive in-service education.

Instructional improvement

should be an ongoing process and one where in-service train-

2 Robert J. Keller, "Secondary Education-Organization

and Administration," Encyclopedia of Educational Research,
(New York: The Mac Millan Company:-·1g60}, p. 1250.
3John G. Savage, A Comparison of AdministratorTeacher Preceptions of In-Service Education," (Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, University of Illinois, 1967}, p. 2.
11

4L. J. Rubin, "A Study on the Continuing Education
of Teachers," (University of California, Center for Coordinated Education, 1969), p. 3.

11

ing plays an important role.

Harris has simply defined the

purpose of in-service education as

11

•••

planned activities

for the instructional improvement of professional staff
members. 115

Th.e need for continued improvement has been

recognized by the professional associations as well.

0 'Keefe

reports tnat, "The philosophy behind teacher centered inservice education as defined by the National Education
Association (NEA) is to serve the need of the teacher so
that the teacher can respond effectively to the educational
demands of the students and society." 6 This view was also
expressed by Rice when he said, "The professionally minded
teacher earnestly seeks to improve the skill, methods, and
7
materials used in instruction.•
If it is accepted that instructional improvement
should be the goal of in-service education, it must follow
that the personal improvement of teachers from a professional point of view is the only way instructional improvement can take place.

5

According to Arthur W. Combs, "But

sen Harris and Wailand Bessent, In-Service Educatiop, A Guide to Better Practice, (EngleWboa Cliffs; N. J.:
Prentice Rall, -r969), p. 2.
·
6Wi1liam 0 1 Keefe, 11 Some Teacher Centered In-Service
Programs,t' Todays Education, LXIII (March, 1974), p. 39.
7
Arthur H. Rice, "Good Teachers Can Benefit from
Accountability," Nations Schools, (December, 1970), p. 16.

12

the really important changes will come about only as teachers
change. 118

The changes that Combs speaks about frequently re-

lates to the ever expanding curriculum and approaches to
learning.

Simpson believes that "Sound participation in

curriculum innovations demands new knowledge on the part of
the teacher."

9

If new knowledge in all areas of education is the
prime cause or motivator for in-service education, one could
argue that close scrutiny of the various professional journals would solve the problem without formal in-service programs.

The basic problem with the view outlined above lies

in the dubious

as~umption

that teachers keep abreast of what

is going on in their field.

Gorman has found that "Teachers

do not keep up on the professional literature, they do not
read. 1110

Even if teachers did read extensively, however, the

task of sifting through all of the material avaialbe today
would be a Herculean task that most teachers would simply not
have time to do.

Without keeping up on the literature teach-

ers would be "

bound to fall farther and farther behind

8

Ar thur W. Combs, The Professional Education of TeachAl l y n Ba co n,-1 nc . , l 965) , p • 5.
~· (Boston:
9 Ray H. Simpton, Teacher Self Evaluation, (New· York:

The Mac Millan Company, 1966), p:--irn-.

lOsurton W. Gorman, "Fashioning an Alternative to
Ignorance," Educational Leardershi_.£., XXI {February, 1964),
p. 3 53.

13

fr.om a professional standpoint."11
Even if we assume that teachers have the time and inclination to keep up on the literature and the advances reported therein, we may hot be correct in assuming that the
total in-service need has been fulfilled.

Reading cancer-

tainly be used to fill a need as far as cognitive learning
is concerned, but higher levels of cogniti0n as well as the
affective and psycomotor domains may require more than the
pr i nt ed pa g e •

Ac co rd i ng to Ope ns ha w,

11

The key to the pro b-

lem of teacher growth is not lack of knowledge. rather it
is inadequate application of available knowledge to the problems relating to in-service programs ...12
The need for in-service education has been recognized
by certifying agencies who have started to exert pressures
on school and teachers to insure that members of the profession have exposure to self-improvement sessions.

Branter

reports "The need for additional education to increase competencies and keep abreast of new knowledge as evidenced by
raised standards for permanent licensing of teachers .•• and
financial rewards for continued professional growth.• 13

11 stmpson, ~cit., p. 1.
1 2Karl Openshaw, MAttitudes for Growth,n Educational
Leadership, XX (November, 1962), p. 92,
13 s. T. Branter, "Teachers Opinions on In-Service
Education 1 M (Pennsylvania State University, School of Education, l 9i4), p. l.

14

some states require a set number of credits be earned every
year or number of years, while others only suggest continued
growth but, the need for in-service has been clearly established.
The professional and certificating agencies are not
the only sources indicating a need for in-service training.
The contemporary concern over educational expenditures and
the accountability movement within communities have signaled
a need for upgrading teachers via in-service education.
Moffitt relates social changes to the need for improved teaching when he states, "The growing insistance on more effective
teaching has paralleled the increasing complexity of our changi ng co c i e ty • 11 14
In-service education may be linked with the modern
movement in accountability.

According to Lopez "Accountabil-

ity refers to the process of expecting each member of an organization to answer to someone for doing specific things
according to specific plans and again certain timetables to
accomplish tangible performance results. 1115 Bowers has applied
the concept of accountability to students when he intimates

14
John Clifton Moffitt, In-Service Education for
Teachers, (Washington, D. C.: The Center for AppliedResearch in Education, 1963), p. 3.
15

Felix M. Lopez, 11 Accountability in Education," Phi
Delta Kappan, (December, 1970), p. 231.

15

what is needed is " ... accountability in terms of what the
student needs in order to realize his fullest potential as a
person ... 1116

If teachers and administrators are to be held

accountable for student growth, it is clear that some form
of in-service continuing education be used to maintain a high
level of professional comptency which is necessary to increase
the probability

of success.

It is difficult to precisely identify what tcadttional in-service education is like, in fact it is easier to
indicate what it has not been.

In dicussing in-service pro-

grams, Gregorc has stated, "An analysis of our supervisory
behavior toward teachers seems to indicate that we do not
subscribe to a developmental stage theory of development for
adults. 1117

The implication from his conclusion was that pro-

fessionals develop in stages from entrance to the profession
through a high level of professional competency but, such
development 1s ignored by supervisors and in-service programs.
Ott and Erickson 18 examined traditional approaches

16 c. A. Bowers, "Accountability form a Humanists Point
of View," The Education Forum, (May, 1971), p. 484.
17 A. F. Gregorc, "Developing Plans for Professional

Growth," Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary
School Principals,XLVII {December, 1973), p. 1.
18

otto, Wayne and Lawrence Erickson, "In-Service Edueation to Improve Reading Instruction," (Newark, Del.: International Reading Association, 1973).

16

the evils of the existing system, just waiting to escape.
Brighton, for example, points out that the administrator must
take~·

large share of the responsibility for not "helping

the teacher to succeed, to improve his performance and advance his profession."

21

To be sure, administrators must share some of the
blame for the failure of in-service programs.
made the observation that

11

Buskin has

Administrators have long known

that teachers can undergo intensive in-service training,
designed to change attitudes in the classroom and to increase
understanding of the problems of poor children and be totally
uneffected.

11

22

That administrators tacetly accept the

failure of programs and continue to produce more activities
destined to follow the same road is difficult to understand.
Administrators alone, however, cannot shoulder the
total weight of responsibility for the failure of continued
professional education of their teachers.

The teachers

must take part of the responsibility for, as McCleary points
out

11

The experience of secondary school administrators in-

dicates that many barriers need to be surmounted if in-service
programs are to become important and productive avenues to
school improvement and effectiveness.

Teacher apathy and

~ 1 staynor Brighton, Increasin9 Your Accuracy in Teach-

er Evaluation, {New Jersey:
22

Prentise RiTT, 1970}, p-.-12

Martin Buskin, "Putting the Screws to In-Service
Training," School Management, XIV {September, 1970), p, 22.

--

17
resistance to change are often major obstacles ... " 23
Apathy and indifference toward in-service programs can
ca us e good , we 1 l d e v e 1o pe d pro gr am s to fa i1 •

Too fr e qit en t l y

teachers view the entire in-service program with contempt and
see the activities as 11 •.• extra chores foisted upon teachers by administrators. 1124

The natural outcomes from consid-

er i ng a c- t 1v i ti es a s a n imp os i t i on a I! e

11

• •

•

res en tm en t ...

often sufficient to insure low· level motivation, enthusiasm
and participation. 112 5
Perhaps one reason why administrators fail in their
design of in-service program is an unrealistic expectation
with respect to

pr~bable

outcomes.

A program of continuing

professional education as it is traditionally done is not a
solution to the ills of the school. As M. A. White says in
his tudy of in-service education, 11 An ineffective teacher
will not suddenly become effective ... 112 6
While both teachers and administrators agree that the
whole concept of in-service education is good, their atti-

23 Lloyd E. McCleary and Stephen P. Hencley, Secondary
School Administration: Theorectical Bases of Professional
Practice, (New York: Doad, Mead and tompanY, 1965), p. 2S8.
24Ibid., p. 292.
25 Ibid.
2 6M. A. White, 11 A Study of Contrasting Patterns in InService Education, 11 {University of Texas, Science Education·
Center, 1967), p. 2.

18

tudes do not reflect this position.

Generally, teachers are

more negative about in-service training than are administrators.

A higher degree of teacher satisfaction has been shown
27
by Branter
in his study and also by Savage who states, The
11

finding suggest that teacher preceptions of the effectiveness
of in-service education as indicated by their attitudes, is
one of indifference.

Administrators apparently view in-

service education as being significantly more effective than
do the teachers." 28
It is difficult to diagnose why there is such wide
spread teacher negativism. Archer 29 has suggested that first
year teachers are turned off because they do not get the help
and assistance they need from supervisors but from their
peers.

Barry asserts that a cause of poor attitudes is that

tea c her s " • • • fee 1 na per s o na l ne ed for t he a c t i v i t i e s i n
which they are engaged."
11

30

Matheny has even suggested that

Just as a child kept after school as a form of punishment,

so is mandatory attendance at training programs regarded by

27 sranter, ~-cit., p. 57.
28 savage, ~- cit., p. 43.
2 9Clifford P. Archer, "In-Service Education," Encyclopedia of Educational Research, (New York: The Mac MiTian
CompanY, 1960), p. 705.
30 John Barry dnd Mark Murffin, "Meeting Barriers to
In-Service Education," Educational Leadership, XVII (March,
1960), p. 354.

19

teachers.~ 31

Savage

32

points to five specific causes for the

failure of in-service programs:

(1) poor administrat-ve

leadership, (2) differing preceptions on the part of the participants, (3) poor qualifications of those conducting the
experience, (4) teachers failure to see the need and (5)
teachers lack of security.

Cl early the points made by Savage

would lead to poor attitudes towards in-service training and
hence a breakdown of the system. It is interesting to note
33
and by Waynant 34 are very
that recent studies by Peeler
supportive of the view that poor preparation or lack of
ability on the part of the workshop given is a prime reason
for in-service failure and the nurturing of highly negative
attitudes towards in-service education.
While it is usually the administrators who design the
in .. service program, it is the faculty that the program is
supposed to help.

This arrangement leads to mistrust and a

high degree of negativism toward the program which develops.
Campbell et al. have stated that "Programs
planned by admin,

31.Dororthy Matheny, 11 In-Service Training For Teachers,"
The American Teacher Magazine, XLVIII (April, 1964), p. 7
32
Savage, op. cit., pp. 14-20.
33
Peeler, ~- ~-,
't
p. 58. .
34 Louise F. Waynant, "Teacher Strengths: Basis for
Successful In-Service Experiences," Educational Leadership_
XVIII (April, 1971), pp. 710-12.

istrators for teachers are doomed before they even start:"
This view is shared by Lano as he laments that
Lt1t::

11

35

No one asks

teacher much about anything --- and about professional

development even less. 11 36
As we face a situation whereby in-service is not doing
its job, as administrators and teachers are burdened with a
negative attitude and i1Lprepared presenters give their
talks to teachers crammed in rooms for workshops, the words

of Savage come to mind:
111any different meanings.
jected to it.

Teachers often feel they are sub-

Administrators often feel the burden of

planning for it.
of it.

"It (in-service education) holds

Professors feel the need to speak in favor

An authors of professional 1iteriature feel constrained

to mention it. 1137
As the literature points out the many faults with 1nservice education, it al so sheds some 1 ight on

c:~ntemporary

trends in providing improved in-service training.

Hodges

has observed that •Research indicates that one of the most

35 Ronald F. Campbell, John E. Corba11y and John A
Ramseyer, Introduction to Educational Administration, (Boston:
, p. 20 9 •

Al 1y n a nd Ba co n , 1 958 l
36 Richard

Lano, "It's Time to Ask the Teacher," American Vocational Journal, XLVII (November, 1971), p. 47,
37

savage, ~- cit., p. 6.
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promising development towards improving instruction is the
rapidly increasing nation-wide interest in in-service education.

There is now scarcely a school district without

some organized plan for professional growth. 1138

Many of the

plans talked about by Hodges have been reported in the literature and show some contemporary:solutions to the problem
of continued training for teachers.
One modification of the traditional approach to inservice education is altering the time factors.

In an effort
to increase humanization of instruction in Tennessee, Khanna 39

conducted an in-service program which involved a two week
concentrated summer school and fourteen successive Saturday
sessions with the result being a higher degree of humanization of teachers.

Regretfully, the Khanna study did not com-

pare his approach to the traditional which leaves questions
pertaining to the relative effectiveness of his technique
compared to others unanswered.
Also in an effort to increase humanistic qualities
40
in teachers, Johnson
conducted a study at Wheeling, Illinois

38 J. B. Hodges, "Continuing Education:

Why and How,"
Educational Leadership, XVII (March, 1960), p. 330.
39 J. L. Khanna, A Humanistic Approach to In-Service
Education for Teachers," (Report on Project Upper Cumberland,
Livingston, Tennessee, 1970).
40M. Johnson, "Model Program for Teacher In-Service
Training Emphasizing the Affective Domain," (Arlington Heights
Illinois: Elk Grove Training and Development Center, 1968) .
11

•
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High School.

The project involved breaking the high school

faculty into seminar groups of from 7-10 members each.

The

groups were structured based on teaching experience and were
inter-departmental in nature.

Media was used extensively

as the groups worked on the topics considered.

The Minnesota

Teacher Attitude Inventory was the primary instrument to
judge humanistic attitude-and based on scores on the test,
the project succeeded in increasing teachers humanistic·
attitudes toward instruction and students.
The seminar type approach described above was also
used by Goldmeier 41 in a non-structured attempt at providing
better in-service training,

Goldmeier structured seminars to

include teachers of varying experiences to enable the more
experienced to assist the less experienced.

Topics were

mutually selected and the seminar groups met to discuss and
share ideas.

It must be pointed out, however, that this

approach was not used to introduce totally new concepts nor
was i t stat i st i ca 11 y ev a 1uat ed •
In an att1111pt to improve instructors in speci.al education, a Michigan project involved training consultants in
the use of cassetts.

The consultants, according to Walline,

41H. Goldmeier, "Professional Growth Experiences for
Educators: A Model, 11 Re1!9ious Education, LXIX (September,

l 9741.

42
Janek Walline, "Resources for Effective Teaching,
{Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State Department of Education,

1971).

42
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were giving training kits containing tapes and were then dispatched to schools in the area to provide in-service education
to teachers of special education students, using techniques
of individualized instruction.
Carmichael and Kallenbach 43 have reported on a California approach to continued professional education whereby
the traditional workshop format was adapted to cover aspects
of individualized instruction which was the goal of the inservice training.

Teachers were allowed to select areas

within individualized instruction and then were provided workshop experiences coinciding with their pre-selected area of
interest.
Perhaps the most elaborate and unusual approach to inservice training was that reported by Dupis 44 to the 1974
International Reading Association Meeting.

Dupis reported

that in Pennsylvania a prog.ram had been developed which used
portable vans with computer terminals providing computer assisted instruction for the in-servicing of teachers in remote
areas of the state.

The program was labled CARE which ts an

acronym for Computer Assisted Renewal Education Program.
In·;searching for more or less common threads which

43 oennis Carmichael and Warren Kallenbach, "The. California Teacher Development Project: An Individualized Approach:! to In .. service Education," Journal of Secondar,y Education,
XLVI (January, 1971).
44Mary M. Dupis, "We CARE About In-Service Education,"
(Paper presented to the International Reading Association, May
l 9' 197 4).
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bind modern approaches to in-service education together one
must invariably consider the media.

Tapes, printed programs

and other forms of media seem to play an important role in
todays program.

Peeler has gone so far as to say that "Un-

fortunately, many in-service efforts neglect to take advant a g e to med i a , i ns tea d th ey c o nc en tr a t e o n tr a d i t i on a 1 1e c ture type presentations." 45

Clearly, Peeler•s fears are not

warranted in the newer approaches being reported in the literature though countless other programs may still be guilty
of non-use of media.
Ha r r 1S

46

has s t 1pu 1a t e d t ha t f or any program t o be a

success it must be cooperatively planned.

Teachers and ad-

ministrators alike must have a voice in the in-service program.

This view toward a more cooperative planning stage is,

as we shall see shortly, shared by others as well.
Th innovative approaches to in-service ha¥e seemed to

differ from traditional in that times are selected other than
on a special day for workshops.

Either released time or addi-

tional compensation seems to be necessary for todays programs
to be successful.

Frost and Roland say, " ••• time for in-

serv1ce education is during school hours." 47

4 5Pee1 er , ~. c i t . , p . 68 .

46 Harr1s, ~· cit., pp. 257-60.
47

Joe L. Frost and c. Thomas Roland, "The Seventies: A
Time for G1ant Stepts,tt The Educat1ona Di9est, (February, 1970),
p. 4.
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It is wort hw hi 1e to try and di st i 11 the essence of
good in-service education as seen through the eyes of those
48
people who are involved with it. Westby-Gibson
identifies
four major characteristics of a good program:

(1) teacher

determined topics (2) clear justification for topics selected, (3) existing programs should be re-modeled rather then
new models being brought in and (4) some programs should differentiate between the new and experienced teacher.
on the other hand, lists other factors, namely:

Buskin, 49

{l) programs

must be flexible, (2) teachers must be paid for their time,
(3) statistical testing for results is essential, (4) programs should not interfere with the style of the teacher and
(5) teachers should conduct some sessions themselves.

Clearly,

Buskin's suggestions could raise some fine questions over interpretations with regard to what is interference with the
style of a teacher.

Along the same lines, Wilson so echos

concerns over teacher input and flexibility and adds a sug• ·
gestion that graduate credit be offered teachers participating in in-service programs.

48 0. Westby-Gibson, "In-Service Education: Perspectives for Educators," {Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Dev el opment, 1967), p. 16.
49

Buskin,

~·

cit., pp. 22-4.

50Marian L. Wilson, "In-Service Needs of Teachers,"
{A report published by the author, November, 1974).
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A 1956 HEW report makes a very important point when
it states,

11

•••

to conclude, (1) that activities planned to

bring about teacher growth should be scrutinized closely to
make sure that they meet a real teaching need, that the work
is expertly organized, so that each teacher may benefit, and
( 2 ) t ha t e ff o r t s ho u 1 d b e ta k en to tr a n s 1 a t e wha t i s 1 ea r n ed
into professional practice. 1151 If the advice given in this

report is added to that mentioned elsewhere in this chapter,
a good picture of in-service today and yesterday may be con-

e ep tu a 1 i zed .
Predicting what will or should happen in the future
with respect to in-service education is not easy.

Certainly,

the i nno v a t iv e a ppr o a ch es u s ed to d a y wi 1 1 u nd erg o ch a ng e a nd
become standard tools of the future and the subjects to consider will be dictated by the needs of society and the schools.
Tyler may have said it best when he concluded,

11

In-~ervice

training of the fu·ture will deal with real problems in the
system both directly and by simulation.

The training pro-

gram will blilild in feed:"ack as teachers work on problems, so

51u. S. Department of Health Education and Welfare,
Office of Education, Division of State and Local School
Systems, 11 What Some School Systems are Doing to Prol!Jote
Teacher Growth," (Education Briefs# 43, Washington, D. C.:
U. S • De pa r tm e n t of Hea l t h , Ed u ca t i o n a nd We 1fa r e , 1 9 5 6 ) ,
p. 1 9.
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that a basis for correction and revision is possible."

'

'

52

'

II. LITERATURE Qt! INDIVJDUALlZfll IN§JRUCTIQN
Because this investigation utilizes techniques of individualized instruction within the in-service program it is important to examine the nature of individualized instruction.
Norton has indicated that in any program of individualized instruction" ••. specific effort to focus attention
on the learner and the learners unique personal characteristics be attempted." 53 Naturally, there will be degrees of
success in the outcome of the effort but that does not excuse
the teacher from making the effort to start with.
In conceptualizing a program of individualized, personal learning experiences for future teachers, Fu1ler 54 identified four stages or phases necessary for any personalized
approach:

(1) assessment by teacher and student as to cur-

rent status, (2} awareness of the needs of the student and
setting of goals, (3) arousing motivation in the learner and
(4) movement towards

th~

gbal with continual assessment for

status reporting.

52

Tyler, ~· cit., p. 14.

53 scott Norton, "Thrusts Towards Individualization of
Instruction," Clearin2 House, XLVIII (March, 1974), p. 394.

54Frances F. Fuller, "A Conceptual Framework for a
Personalized Teacher Education Program~" Theory Into Practice,
XIII (April, 1974}, pp. 112-22.
-
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Not everyone agrees as to the nature and ingredients
which make up individualized instruction. For example,
55
according to Coppedge
there are six elements in an indfvidual ized instruction program:

(1) student expectations are

based on student ability and previous learning, (2} evaluation is based on student ability, (3) teacher contact must
approach a tutorial situation, (4) students

m~st

become a

ful 1 partner in the 1 earning process, (5} the 1 earning process must be a cycle of diagnoses, prescription and evaluation and (6} continuous progress should be the goal of instructional planning.

The points raised here are all with-

in the ball park of individualized instruction yet issue can
be taken with some of the points because individualization
is

not universally conceived in an identical fashion by all

educators.
It is essential that we recognize there are degrees
of individualization.

Individualized instruction is not

generally lookkd at as be1&tng accomplished when a "class" of
three thousand take Biology via a television system.

Neither,

however, are tutorial sessions the only way of individualizi ng .
It

Young and Baird summed it up eloquently when they said,
individaalizing should be conceived as a function of the

55F . L• co pp ea ge , "c ha r a c t er i s t i c s of I nd i v i du a 1 i zed
Instruction," Cl.earini_ House, XLVIII (March, 1974), pp. 272-77.
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degree of structure of the learning activities.".ll
within this framework

of

56

It is

varying degrees of structure that

most teachers must function.

~t

should be accepted that

most educators strive to attain total individualization but
that compromises with practicality probably makes the goal
an unattainable limit, not a realistic objective.
Individualized instruction should not be looked at
as the great panacea for educational ills of every descrip~
tion. The ·Finch, 57 Cook 58 and Project ao 5 9 reports all show
individualized instruction in favorable light but simultaneously caution that not all students nor all teachers can
function using an individualized approach to learning.

Slower

students and those with low motivation are not prone to do
well with the technique according to those reports.
One 6f the more ambitious projects relating to the
co nst r u c t i on of 1ear ni ng pa c k et s a nd t he i r u s e i n pu b1 ic

56

Jon I. Young and J. Hugh Baird, 1-Step Completely
Individualized Teacher Training," Educational Technolo9y,
XIV (July, 1974}, p. 42.
' 57 c. R. Finch, "Individualized Instruction: What Can
Your Learn From Research"? American Vocational Journal, XLIX
(September, 1974), p. 28.
58
0. A. Cook, "Personalized System for Instruction,"
Educational Product Report, VII {September, 1974), pp. 2-13.
59
Project 80: Learnina A~tivi~ie~ Packa~es - Final
Reyort 1972, (lasliTngton: Fe eral Way 'School D strict 210,
19 2]. - .
.
11
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schools was the federally funded "Project 80"80, Project 80

was initiated in 1967, four years before the opening of the
school.

The idea behind the project was to teach instructors

how to produce and implement learning packets in their program so the school would be totally individualized.

At the

opening of the school nearly 90% of the work was individual.:
ized.

It was found that using packets created a positive

attitude in students and teachers but that there were some
students who did not successfully use the program.
Individualized instruction is not restricted to the
elementary and secondary levels, collegiate sources have also
61
used the techniques. Cook
has reported on the Keller Plan
used in college psychology.

According to the report, the

Keller system is a Skinnarian approach to teaching psychology.

The plan has five princip~• elements:

(1)

it is stu-

dent self pacing, (2) satisfactory completion of one unit
is mandatory for advancement to the next, (3) lectures and
demonstrations are motivational rather than instructive, (4}
there is a stress on written work for teacher-pupil communication and (5) proctors are used extensively for re-testing
and tutoring.

The report clearly indicates that the Keller

Plan is less costly than other systems of individualized instruction and that it can work well with all but the less

60 1 bid.
61 c0 0 k ' 10 c • c i t .
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talented students.
Teaching psychology via the Keller Plan is not the only collegiate use of individualized instruction. Young and
62
Baird , as mentioned earlier, designed a program in education for prospective teachers. In a similar fashion Wass and
Combs 63 have reported attempts designed to increase the humanization of teachers.

According to Wass and Combs individ-

ualized instruction did in fact help humanize education student's.

Unfortunately there was no statistical treatment of

the experiment which makes the conclusion open to discussion.
One of the more interesting approaches to individualizing instruction for teachers was accomplished by Cruickshank, 64 designed a simulation game.

In the game, the teach-

ers are divided into groups representing parents, toard members, administrators and teachers.

Each participant is giv-

en a role with a starting viewpoint.

Each participant is

also given a number of power cards.

The issue to discuss

is individualized instruction, or some other topic.

Partic-

ipants must argue their point and then reach a consensus on
each point.

Whenever a consensus cannot be reached partici-

62 voung and Baird, loc. £.!!.
63 Hannelore Wass and Arthur W. Combs, "Humanizing the
Education of Teachers," Theory Into Practice, XIII (April,

1974}.

-

64 oonald R. Cruickshank, Individualization, The Impossible Dream Come True," Theor~ Into Practice, XIII {April,
11

1974).

. - -
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pants can use their power cards.

Since power cards have

varying intensities it is the person willing to use their
highest power card who wins the point but, once a card of
particular value is used, it cannot be used again which weakens the bargaining position of that person.

The authors

reported that the simulation has promoted rational compromising.

III

SUMMABY

From the literature it can be seen that in-service
education of teachers has long been in the minds of professional teachers.

The problems with traditional approaches

are being repeated today by uninspired administrators but,
there are some innovative approaches which deserve not.

In

addition, writers have spoken out strongly on ways of improving the in-service process, if only administrators would
listen.
Individualized instruction is a more recent movement
in the United States but it has gained significant momentum
'

against high teacher resistance.

Some form of individualized

instruction has been used with students on every fevel
through the in-service teacher.

Further, individualizing in-

struction for the purpose of teaching individualization has
also been attempted.
What the literature has not uncovered is an attempt
at comparing an individualized approach to teacher in-service

33

with a traditional workshop
such a comparison to

~e

ap~roach.

made.

The time has come for

C HAP T E R I I I
RESEARGR DESi GH,
A modified version of the randomized group design
described by Peatman 1 has been employed by this investigation.
The specific modification involved altering the group selection process in such a way as to insure that the investigator
did not know the identity of individual group members.
Three pre-tests and posts-test were administered and
the difference between pre and post test scores recorded.
The tests were designed to measure three things:

(1) teacher

attitude towards the learning process, (2) teacher attitude
towards individualization of instruction and (3) teacher use
of techniques of individualized instruction.

All three tests

were administered to each of the experimental groups, with the
third being a non-treatment control group.

Analysis of var-

iance was then used to statistically treat the data.

I, I.1::1.E. POPULATION

The subjects for this experiment were all but two of
the faculty members of Oak Forest High Schook, Oak Forest,
Il11no1s.

The two ind1v1duals excluded were those absent at

1John G. Peatman, Introduction to ApK11ed Statistics,
(New York: Harper and Row, 1§63), pp."3'21- 1.
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the start of the experiment.

The sample was thus one of con-

venience and did not necessarily represent a random or representative sample of the entire population of the teaching profession.

The subject school is one of four High Schools in

the Bremmen District #228.

To secure cooperation on this

study, anonymity was assured to the individual

p~rticipants.

In order that total anonymity be preserved and guarantted each teacher drew numbers from a bowl during a faculty
meeting.

Using a table of random numbers the teachers were

then assigned to an experimental group based on the number
they drew and which they did not communicate to the investigator.
The faculty was divided into three groups as explained
above.

The three groups coincided with the three workshop

approaches to be employed as explained in Chapter One.

Group

A experienced the traditional half-day workshop, Group B
experienced an individualized approach and Group C received a
school visitation program not related to the topics covered
in Groups A and B.
Each of the subject groups contained twenty-four teachers thus giving a total of seventy-two participants.

Two

other members of the faculty did not participate due to absense and there was no data collected on these individuals.

II, MATERIALS
Subjects exposed to Approach A were not provided any

36

materials by the school.

The responsibility for providing ma-

terials rested with the paid consultant, Sr. Mary Stephenette,
The consultant displayed sample learning packets and
used overhead projection transparencies but no· material was
given to the faculty for their personal retention.
Subjects in Group B were supplied with a learning packet written by the investigator.

The packet dealt with the

topic of individualized instruction, as did the workshoo.

A

copy of the packet is in Appendix A.
Subjects in Group C were denied access to the workshop
conducted by the consultant and to the material in the learning
On workshop days Group C members were not permitted
in the building, instead they were assigned to other schools
for other purposes.

III PROCEDURES
Initiatory stages. In July of 1974, Mr. P. H. McBain,
Principal of Oak Forest High School asked this investigator
to plan an .in-service education program for his school which
would serve to make teachers aware of and use techniques of
individualized instruction.

With the permission of the prin-

cipal and the schools faculty in-service committee it was
decided to transform the regular in-service program into this
research study.
During the summer of 1974, the learning packet to be
used by subjects undergoing individualized instruction was
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prepared.

The packet was constructed in such a way that only

materials then available in the Oak Forest High School professional library would be used.

The complete packet, designed

to increase awareness of individualized techniques and their
use is in Appendix A.
A letter was sent to Sr. Stephenette asked her assistance as a paid consultant and conductress for a program on
individualized instruction.

Sr. Stephenette agreed to partic-

ipate.
A program was then developed whereby the faculty would
undergo pre-testing prior to October, 1974 and would undergo
post-testing no less then two months after completion of the
learning packet by Group B participants.
Instruments had to be designed or selected for use in
gathering data relative to attaining objectives.
struments were used:

Three in-

(1) The Minnesota Teacher Attitude In-

ventory, (2) The Oak Forest Scale of Use of Teaching Techniques and (3) Oak Forest Teacher Attitude Inventory.

The

two latter instruments were constructed by the investigator
with advice and input from Dr. Barney Berlin and Dr. John
Penick of Loyola University.

The school principal also pro-

vided guidance and retained the right to delete any item he
believed was not appropriate for the school.
The "Oak Forest Teacher Attitude Inventory" (OFI) was
designed to ascertain individual teachers attitudes towards
individualized instruction as it is encouranged at Oak Forest
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High School.

Items on the instrument consisted of statements

describing a particular activity or technique of teaching.
Teachers were then asked to respond relative to the desirability of the statement.

In each case the statements repre-

sented practices used within the classroom in the teaching
process.

All items were constructed keeping the school phil-

osophy in mind and the school principal had the authority to
delete any item he deemed inappropriate for his school.

The

completed test was then sumitted to Ors. Berlin and Penick
for examination and suggestions.

Based on the feedback from

the reviewers the instrument found in Appendix B was developed
and used in this research.
The "Oak Forest Scale of Use of Teaching Techniques''
(OFS) is designed to determine what techniques of individualization teachers are actually using, and to what degree the
techniques were being used.

The items on the OFS were con-

structed by listing the various teaching techniques associated with individualized instruction as well as traditional
instruction,

The various methods represent a composite of

those gleaned from the literature search and from input from
members of the school administration.

To make certain that

each technique was understood a brief definition constructed
by the investigator was also included.

After the device was

constructed it was examined by Ors. Berlin and Penick who
made suggestions which were incorporated into the final form
which appears in Appendix C.

It was accepted that not all
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techniques were apprdpriate for all subject areas but that
a high score on the inventory was desirable over a low score.
The

11

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory" (MIAI) is

an established test used to determine how humanistic a teacher
is with respect to his attitude towards students and the
learning process.

A high score on the MIAI was judged desir-

a b1e for i ndi vi du a 1 i zed i nst r uct i o·n .
Statistical treatment.

Since this research design uses

a randomized group technique as outlined independently by
2
Peatman and Van Dalen3 and was employed by Weiss 4 , it was
decided to employ analysis of variance as the test for the
null hypothesis.

.

Analysis of variance was used in this exper-

iment because the sample sizes were equal, the samples were
randomly determined and they represent a normal distribution
of the sample population.
The data collect was analyzed only on the basis of one
experimental factor, workshop approach.

The mean differences

from pre-test to post-test for each group can then be treated
by analysis of variance.

21oc. cit.
-- - 3oeobold B. Van Dalen, Understanding Educational Research, (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1962), pp.321-

30.

4
sydell Weiss, "A Comparison of Two Approaches to OneExposure In-Service Workshops Based on Questioning in Classrooms," (Loyola Unt•ersity Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,
1974).
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The following null hypotheses, as first enumerated in
Chapter One, are accepted or rejected at the .05 level of confidence.
1.

There is no significant difference in
teacher attitude toward techniques of
individualizing instruction as measured
by the change in mean scores on the Oak
Forest Teacher Attitude Inventory, among
the three experimental groups.

2.

There is no significant difference among
the three groups in teacher attitude toward the learning process as measured by
the change in mean scores on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory.

3.

There is no significant difference among
the three groups in the use of individualized teaching techniques as measured
by the change in mean socres on the Oak
Forest Scale of Use of Teaching Techniques.

C HAP T E R I V
RESULTS QE IH.E STUDY
The data generated by the study were analyzed in
~a~ce

with the procedures outlined in Chapter Three.

"'\ ('"' r " \A
u
.......... '

The

findings are reported in the same sequence.

I, 1iU.l..L HYPOTHESIS QHE.

Null hypothesis one states that "There is no significant difference in teacher attitude towards techniques of
individualizing instruction as measured by the change in mean
scores on the Oak Forest Teacher Attitude Inventory ameng the
three experimental groups."
The analysis of variance for null hypothesis one provided, as can be seen from Table One, an F-ratio of insuffi-

TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS ONE

Source
Variance
of
Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
(SS)

Degree of
Freedom
(d.f.)

Mean Squares
Estimate of
Variance

48.04

2

24.02

Within Groups

3,190.63

69

46.24

Total,

3 238.6?

?l

cient size to allow rejection.

F-ratio
0.52

Specifically, an F-ratio of
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3.15 would be required for rejection at the .05 level and the
data provided an F-ratio of only 0.52, thus mandating non-rejection of the first null hypothesis.

II,

liU.L..L. HYPOTHESIS IltQ.

Null hypothesis two states that "There is no significant difference in teacher attitude toward the learning process as measured by the change in mean scores on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory among the three experimental
groups.

11

Analysis of variance for this hypothesis led to nonrejection of the hypothesis.

The calculted F-ratio of 0.41

is far less then the 3.15 required for significance at the
.05 level.

A summary of the data may be found in Table Two.

, TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS TWO
~~~~

Source
of Variance

Sum of Degree of
Squares Freedom
(SS)
(d.f.)

~-

-~-

Mean Squares
Estimate of
Variance

995.98

2

49'1. 99

Within Group

84,59'1.6'1

69

1,226.05

Totai·

85 593.65

'11

Between Groups

F-Patio

0.41

III. li.U.l..J.... HYPOTHESIS THREE
Null hypothesis three states that "There is no signifi-
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cant difference in the use of individualized teaching techniques as measured by the change in mean scores on the Oak
Forest

of Use of Teaching Techniques among the three

S~ale

experimental groups.

11

As with the first two hypotheses the data were treated
using the analysis of variance
ter Three.
Three.

~echniques

described in Chap-

A summary of the analysis can be found in Table

According to the analysis the F statistic is only

TABLE II.I
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS THREE

Souv.ae
of Variance
Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
(SS)

Degree of
Freedom
(d. f.)

Mean Squares
Estimate of
Varianae

310.08

2

155.04

Within Groups

19,151.92

69

227.56

Total

19 462.00

71

0.56.

F-ratio
0.56

Because a sample having this degree of freedom would

require an F-ratio of 3.15 for significance at the .05 level
the null hypothesis was not rejected.
With the non-rejection of the third hypothesis, it has
been made clear that with none of the measures has there been
a significant difference among the groups.
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After the results of this investigation were determined
in accordance with the experimental design outlined in
Chapter Three, an additional step was taken, The data was
blocked into two groups based on pre-test scored on the MTAI.
Analysis of variance using the blocked data was conducted
with the result that there was a lack of significance.

C HAP T E R V
CON£LUSIONS
I. SUMMARY
The results indicate that there was no difference in
test scores among the three groups.

The major implication is

that workshop, individualized and non treatment procedures
have equal effectiveness on teacher behavior and attitude.
T~1(

lack of improvement may suggest that some modification

in design and approach may be needed and, therefore, may serve
as a basis for future research.

II, IMPLICATIONS Q.E. IJ:1..E. RESULTS
The fact that all three null hypotheses were not rejected indicates that there was no significant difference in
the three approaches to in-service training at Oak Forest High
School.
One factor which may have adversely affected the study
was that of teacher attitude.

The faculty in-service committee

had approved the project from the beginning but the faculty as
a whole seemed suspicious of any research which collected data
on items as personal as attitudes toward teaching and methods
of teaching.
were several

While no data was collected on this factor, there
in~tances

when faculty members expressed their

concern to members of the administration other than this investigator.

Based on talks with members of the administration it

4 6

seems that the faculty was most concerned over the possible
u~e

of results
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claimers and thP

tne evaluation of teachers.
a~a~ant~e

pel teachers fears.

Wh~n

Repeated dis-

of anonymity did not seem to disteachers feel unsure about a ven-

ture it may effect the results of that venture and this researcher would suspect that teacher insecurity was one factor which adversely affected the results of this study.
Coupled with the teachers concerns was an administrative decision over which this researcher had no control for~ed

an alteration in the basic design of the program.

As

0r1ainally conceived the group undergoing the individualized
approach was to be divided into seminar groups for meetings
after school.

At the first sign of teacher concern, the

teacher seminar goups were canceled thus eliminating the opportunity for interaction among group members.

It should be

pointed out too, that this interaction was to take place on a
more or less voluntary basis and that the sessions were designed to be motivators to the participating faculty members.
Another major problem with the investigation was the
inability to assure teacher accountability.

Although there

were packet pre-tests and post-tests it was not possible for
the investigator to require that they be submitted and this
greatly reduces the probability of all teachers in the individualized group working to their fullest, if at all.

Future

experiments along similar lines must have a concrete system
of accountability if they are to be sucessful.

Based solely

on hearsay it may be that a large number of teachers did not
even go through the packet and hence could not be expected to
show any gain in scores.
The fact that teachers had to go through the packet on
their own time may have had a negative influence on the research.

This investigation seems to support the opinions of

those cited in the literature search that in-service programs
can work only if released time or additional pay is provided.
While this invesigator would tend to support the concept of
released time for in-service education, he would also suggest
a plan whereby the school district could issue credit for satisfactory completion of a program.

The credit thus earned

could be applied to placement on the next higher lane of the
salary schedule.
The composition of the various experimental groups
could be another reason why there was no significant difference in results.

The experiment used a randomized group tech-

nique which requires assignment to experimental groups based
on chance and chance alone.

It is conceivable that the exper-

imental data may have been different had the teachers had
opportunity tc select the group of their choice.

In surveying

the literature on individualized instruction, it was discovered
that the technique is not for everyone; permitting free choice
of approach may have been a better tactic, followed by a different statistical treatment.

It is also possible, given the

small sample, that the groups were not truly random.
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Whenever one considers the composition of an experimental group, it is important to keep in mind that personality,
phulosophies, subject background and other variables will be
a part of the way

~n

which a participant reacts and learns.

The variables mentioned here and elsewhere were not controlled
in this invesigation so their effect on the outcome cannot be
determined.

It is possible that grouping the teachers accor-

ding to department would have been more desirable and this may
be one option for future investigation.
The packet itself may be a reason for the results.
is possible that the packet design was deficient.
be fault in the

selectio~

It

There could

of material or in the sequencing of

that material.
It is possible that developing a learning packet using
a cooperative process between administration and faculty would
have been a better approach then that followed.

Without ac-

tive teacher participation in the actual design of the packet
the probability of teacher immersion in the project may have
been reduced.
Co-existant with the possibility of a faculty

pa~ket

must be the realization that references for the packet were
limited to those available at the Oak Forest High School
Library.

The limitation thus imposed resulted in a severe

restriction as far as source material is concerned.

It is

possible that utilization of a wider range of material may
have caused changes in the outcome of this investigation.
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'o detect a difference it is necessary to have test
instruments of high sensitivity . . It is possible that the
test instruments utilized in this experiment were not sensitive enough to detect the changes which took place as a result of the in-service program.
The results caknot be fully explained but they can
serve as an indication of need for future work in the field
so that future investigators do not retrace the unsuccessful
steps of their predecessors.

III, SUGGESTIONS SIB. FURWHER RESEARCH
It would be advisable to expand and revise this experiment thus making it more comprehensive and more
ful.

meaning~

Several changes in the design would be needed and, if

done, may alter results.
First, it would be desirable to use a larger sample
from differing schools.

The sample should not be totally

random but each group should be randomly selected from those
teachers requesting placement in that group.

Teachers should

not be placed in a group he does not feel comfortable with.
By doing this there will be a greater probability that the
various subjects will be active participants.
The future investigator may want to conduct twin studies whereby one uses the total randomization of subjects as
was done in this paper and the other study utilizing the free
choice design described in the paragraph above.

A comparison
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of results of the two studies would be both very interesting
and informative.
Every effort should be made to gain released time for
all participants.

The released time should be. sufficient for

the subject to do what is asked of him.

The premise here is

that people are more likely to perform when they are not being
asked to give of their own time.
It may be desirable to expand the number of groups to
include other forms of in-service education.

Formal classes,

professional reading and the like may be used as alternative
forms of in-service training.
Some form of teacher accountability is essential.
Teachers need to know that they will be expected to do certain
things in connection with the project.

It is important that

teachers also know that someone else will know if they are not
doing as they are asked to.

To guarantee accountability while

maintaining participant anonymity would not be an easy task·
but it is one which may need to be accomplished if more meaningful data is to result.

If the investigator could avoid the

necessity of keeping the identity of the subjects from his
knowledge the task

of insuring accountability would be easier.

The future researcher may also want to consider an
experimental design which permits in-service education to be
organized on a departmental basis.

Department& may want to

select their own general topics for consideration and each
department could be evaluated based on how they progressed

5l
with respect to their objectives.
Finally, as far as the current investigation is concerned, it would be a good idea to rewrite the learning packet
to include a wider selection of source materials.

As part of

the rewriting process it may be advisable to seek input from
the faculty in-service committee.

The faculty contribution

will make the packet more a collaboration and this may be a
significant factor in performance.

If the packet is rewritten

and different school populations are used in the sample, it is
further suggested that locations of the sources be clearly
identified for ease in using the packet.
If the suggestions on the last three pages are taken,
this investigator is of the opinion that the basic experiment
performed for this paper will be improved in design and in
the results obtained.

There are, however, other new areas

worthy of investigation as well.
Motivation has been recognized by many as an important
key to success or failure.

A research study aimed at deter-

mining the value of specific motivational techniques used

11.

in-service education would be a valuable asset to the educational community.

Educators might consider comparing the

effect of released time vs. non-released time on performance.
One may also want to consider the possibility of issuing
credit for work completed or paying teachers for in-service
activities.

A study comparing such motivational techniques

as described here or other types of approaches to in-service
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training may be a valuable addition to the professional literature ..
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RATIONALE
Oak Forest High School has a stated philosophy supporting individualized
instruction. In support of the school philosophy, this learning packet is
designed to provide professional staff members with a wide variety of
materials which may serve as a broad introduction to individualization.
Subsequent to this packet there will be others covering various aspects of
individualizing instruction in considerable detail.

9BJECTIVES
After completion of this packet the teacher should:
(1)

Identify measurable objectives from a list of objectives with 901
accuracy.

(2)

List in sequence, elements present in a learning packet.

(3)

Identify and explain at least five techniques of individualization,

(4)

List and describe steps in constructing an individualized instructional
program.

(5)

Employ a greater number of individualized techniques within his
teaching, or use individualized techniques more frequently as
demonstrated by the teaching technique inventory.

(6)

Have a more positive attitude towards individualized instruction as
measured by, the oak Forest attitude inventory.

(7)

llave a more humanistic and cooperative attitude towards students and
education as measured by the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory.

.

I

)
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?RE-TEST
Dtpctions
1)

Objectives 5-7 of this packet have been pre-tested by the inventories
and scales we took as a faculty.

2)

Complete this pre-test on a separate sheet of paper and hand in for
scoring. Scores will be published by teacher code, but are not part
of the research project.

Items
l.

Below are a list of objectives. Indicate on your answer sheet which
are measurable and which are not.
a.

To know action verbs.

b.

The student will gain an appreciation of Chaucer.

c.

The student will be able to construct models of atoms based on
quantum theory with 75% accuracy.

d.

The student will understand football.

e.

The student will be able to correctly match Qiinese gods with their
responsibilities.

f.

The student will be able to master a vocabulary list.

I•

The student will know how to use a lathe.

h.

The student will be able to complete 5 of 7 free throws with a
basketball from the free throw line.

i.

The student will be able to apply the binomial theorem in solving
word problems with 90% accuracy.

j.

The student will be able to collect data on mass and volume and
then analyze that data to determine density.

k.

The student will be able to indentify Arnold Toynbee and describe
his influence on history.

1.

The studet will know the characters in Hamlet with 90% accuracy.

2.

List in sequence and describe elements present in a learning packet.

3.

List and explain five techniques of individualization.

4.

List and describe steps in constructing an individualized
program.
A-3

instruction

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

DIRECTIONS
The activities which follow are designed to help you reach the
objectives of this packet. The activities will be divided into sections
which relate to specific objectives. At the start of each section, there
will be general directions and suggestions which you are asked to read
before doing any of the activities.

OBJECTIVE ONE
Objective one of this packet relates to being able to identify
measurable objectives. If your pre-test score indicated that you have
met this objective, you may either (a) go on to objective two, or (b)
select parts of objective one to do as enrichment. If you have not
accomplished objective one, start with activities in I below.
I.

To aquaint yourself with the general nature of measurable objectives,
follow the instructions below.
A.

II.

Read !! least ~ of the following, consulting your resource pack
for detailed bibliographic information.
1)

Monograph on "Objectives."

2)

Pages 2-5 from Book A in the selected annotated bibliography.

3)

Page 12 from Book B in the selected annotated bibliography.

B.

Leok at filmstrip A and listen to the tape which accompany& it.

c.

To check your progress, identify the three major parts of a well
written measurable objective. If you can not do this, return to
IA above and select another source. If you can answer the que1tion.
move ahead.

To gain akill in recognizing behavioral objectives and in evaluating
objectives in general follow the instructions below.
A.

B.

Read !! least

~

of the following.

1)

Pages 28-101 in Book A from the selected annotated bibliography•

2)

Pages 1-59 in Book B from the selected annotated bibliography.

As an activity do at least one of the following:
1)

Examine objectives you have used in the past to see if they are
behavioral in nature.

2)

Exchange objectivies with a fellow teacher and evaluate each
others objectives for measurability.

A-4

C.

D.
III.

Check your progress as follows:
1)

If you used Book A, do the self checks at the end of each
chapter.

2)

If you used Book B, complete the self test starting on page 54.

If you did not perform satisfactorily on the self checks return to
II A and select an alternate source.

To gain experience in recognizing objectives in specific academic areas
you may, !! your option, do as instructed below.
A.

Read selectivly from one of the following:
1)

Book C if you are interested in Language education.

2)

Book D if you are interested in Mathematics education.

3)

Book E if you are interested in Science education.

4) Book F if you are interested in Social Studies education.
5)

B.

Any of the above books if your interests are not covered
specifically by a listed title.

Consult any published list of objectives available from a
professional library.

IV. "'to·'9 beyond the specific objectives of this packet, but within
our overall goals for the year you may, !! your option.
A.

Do any of the activities below.
1) Write measurable (behavioral) objectives for a specific
lesson and have a fellow teacher evaluate them.
2)

Write objectives for a unit and submit them with your
code number.to the administration for examination.

A-5

OBJ!CTIVI l!Q.
The second objective of this packet relates to the elements which
make up a learning packet. If you did not succeed in aeeting objective
two in your pre-test, start with I A below. If you did aeet the second
objective, you may either (a) go on to objective three or (b) start with
II below for enriehment purposes.
I.

To learn what a packet contains, follow the instructions below:
A.

Do

!! least

2!!!_

of the following:

1) Listen to tape E from the tape inventory.
2)
B.

To check your progress, answer the item below; if you can not
answer the item return to A and select the other source. If
you can answer the item, contlnue with tbis objecti•e.
1)

II.

Read the monograph on Learning Packets from the resource pack.

List in sequence with descriptive explainations, the elementa
present in a learning packet.

To expand your information on learning packets and to start conaidertng
various techniques of individualization, you may, at your option,
follow the instructions below.
A.

Listen to one or more of the following.
1) Tape C from the tape inventory.
2)

B.

Tape R from the tape inventory.

Do !!!%, of the activities below:
1) Plan an outline for a outline for a packet in your academic area.
2)

Examine a packet, which has been prepared by a department and
stored in the learning center.

A-6

OBJECTIVE

~

The third objective of this learning packet pertains to various
methods, used to individualize instruction. If your score on the pre-teat
indicated that you have met this objective, you may either (a) go to the
next objective or (b) start with I B as practice and enrichment. If you
did not satisfy objective three, start with I A below.
I,

To become familiar with some of the techniques of individualization,
follow the instructions below:
A.

Complete

~

2!'.. !!!2!!. of the following assignments.

1)

Listen to tape C from the tape inventory.

2)

Listen to tape G from the tape inventory.

3)

Listen to tape R from the tape inventory.

4)

Listen to tape T from the tape inventory.
I

5) Watch filmstrip B and listen to the accompanying tape.
Bi

c.

II,

~

!! least

~

of the following:

'

1)

Uafng any text on teaching methods or individualized instruction,
identify one or more technique of individualization, its uses,
advantages and disadvantages. Hand in your critique.citing
sources and giving your teacher code.

2)

Use, in one or more of your classes, a technique of individualtzation
you have never used before• Submit a description of the
experience and your evaluation of it to the administration.

3)

Observe a colleague using individualized instructional
techniques and SUDl1larize what you saw and your evaluation
;
without mentioning names. Submit the summary to the admlniatratton.

As a self check, see if you can identify at least five different
techniques of individualization. Explain each of the techniques
giving strengths, weaknesses and how they serve the individualidng
process. If you can do this, go on to the next section; if you
can not, return to I A and make an alternate source selection.

To delve into selected techniques and problems within individualized
instruction, select from the topics and sources below at your option.
A.

Tapes which relates to techniques of instruction and
study guide include:
1)

Tape E from the tape inventory.

2)

Tape V from the tape inventory~
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th~

use of

B.

c.

Tapes which deal with evaluation and record keeping, includet
l)

Tape A from the tape inventory.

2)

Tape I from the tape inventory.

Tapes which deal with the general nature of individualizations,
its pro's and con's as well as physical facilities necessary
include:
l)

Tape J from the tape inventory.

2)

Tape L from the tape inventory.

3)

Tape M from the tape inventory.

OBJECTIVE POUR
Objective four deals with being able to identify steps in the development
of an individualized instruction program. There is not one correct way,
though there may be some that are definitly not recoa=ended •. If you have
already met objective four as evidenced by the pre-test, you may go on to
another objective if you desire but, because there are many ways to set up
a program, we encourage you to go through the instructions below. If you
were not able to meet objective four on the pre-teat, start with I below.

I.

To become aquainted with various methods of setting up a program based
on individualization.
A.

Listen to !.t_ least two of the following tapes from the tape
inventory.

1) Tape B.
2)

Tape D.

3)

Tape F.

4)

Tape G.

5)

Tape P.

6)

Tape R.

B.

Listen to !!!!!. ! in addition to the two you selected from abbve.

c.

Do one of the following:
1) Write a plan for innovation at Oak Forest High School, including
a realistic time table.
2)

Consult other sources available at a college or university,
libraries and critique, one different approach to implementing
an individualized approach.
A-8

II. To expand your knowledge relative to planned changes in curriculum,
such as individualization, follow the instructions below, at your op5ion.
A.

Listen to the following tapes dealing with individualization
in general •

.

1)

Tape A from the tape inventory.

2)

Tape N from the tape inventory.

3)

Tape O from the tape inventory.

4)

Tape Q from the tape inventory.

Listen to tape IC from the inventory which discuses two specific
plans now in operation.

B.

OBJBCTIVB

!m

Objective five relates to actual teaching using individualized
techniques. To meet this objective, you are encouraged to try as many
techniques as you feel comfortable with from all those techniques you
have learned about in this packet.
·
OBJECTIVE .[g

Alm.

SEVIN

Objectives six and seven are clearly in the affective domain. 'l'he
two attitude inventories administered to the entire faculty,gave an
indication of how you feel towards education and individualized instruction.
Our goal is to have a significant change in scores on the post-tests.
Attainment of objectives six and seven are made possible through completion
of objectives one through five. In addition, wide reading and tape listening
will assist in reaching our objective. There are, however, some activities
which relate directly to attainment of objectives six and ftftll..U.iDdicatecl
below.

·

-

I. To aid in developing a positive outlook towards education and
individualization, you may:
A.

Listen to !£.least 2!l!. of the following tapes from the tape
inventory.
1)

Tape H

2)

Tape I

3)

Tape U

4)

Tape W

5)

Tape X

B.

~

.29!. of the following:

1) Visit a school using individualized instruction and talk to the
faculty or administration.
2) Discuss individualized instruction with colleague• who have
used it in their classes.

POST·TIST
Di!jectiona
Complete this post-test on a separate sheet of paper and hand in for
scoring. Scores will be published by teacher code, but are not part
of the research project.
It_.

1.

Below are a list of objectives. Indicate on your answer sheet which
are measurable and which are not.
a.

'l'b.e student will know how to use a lathe.

b.

'l'he student will be able to identify Arnold Toynbee and describe
his influence on history.

c. The student will understand football.
d.

The student will be able to construct models of atom• baaed on

quant\81l theory with 751 accuracy.
e.

The student will be able to complete S of 7 free throws with a
llaaketball from the free throw line.

f.

'lbe student will know the characters in Hamlet with 901 accuracy•

g.

'l'he student will be able to correctly match <Jlineae gocla with
their responsibilities.

h.

To know action verbs.

i.

The student will be able to collect data on maaa and volume and

then analyze that data to determine density.
j.

k.

The student will be able to master a vocabulary liat.
The student will be able to apply the binomial theor• in aolvtna
wortl problems with 90'%. accuracy.

1.

'l'he student will gain an appreciation of Chaucer.
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·INDEPENDENT STUDY .
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371. 394 -~~ '-,· INDIVIDUA_LIZED . INSTRUCTION SYSTEMS

371.3
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Dr. S. Rollins

Explains project plan and
individually prescribed
instruction. 1,4,5,6,7
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.. ·.

~

. '" clear distinctions are made ·
between individual and independent
tech~iques.
3 ,5 ,.6, 7
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Discuses relationship between
theory and implementation of
innovations. 3,5 , 6,7
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.
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370.78
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·· . Advocates program along lines
"of performance criteria. 3,5,6,7
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, · INNOVATIONS ; I_mAL AND IMAGINED ·
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Dr. M. Heller

General discusf:ion on nature of
irtnova t ion and keys to success.
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37l.394
·:, · EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUALIZED - ,......
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INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS
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"' Describes ' how both traditional
and open classrooms can be used
in individualized instruction.
3,4,5,6;7
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introduction to many
aspects of individualized
instruction. 2,3.4.5.6.7
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Dr.

STEPS TOWARDS INDIVIDUALIZING
INSTRUCTION IN YOUR _SCHOOL .

371.394
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Rollins

Suggests a time table for
converting from traditional to
individualized approach. 4,6,7
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Dr. M. Heller

TEACHERS LEARN HOW TO HUMANIZE
EDUCATION _.
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. Essentially, a talk on how to
be liked • 6 , 7
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- VARIATION IN EVALUATiON, WHAT. TO
.

'-'· - DO !~UT . GIADING .
·~

Bernice Mccullar

NEED . CHARISMA :

"-~:- . ' -~-·-:_ ·::: ~. . .
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x

Discuses the ' changing role of
the teacher as programs become
individualized. 3,4,5,6,7

A "how to" discussion on team
teaching. 3,5,6,7

. Dwight Allen

TEAM TEACHING

\ , ..,·

.. ··

Way's that a teacher can make
education more relaxed and
"human " " 5 Ji 6 I 7 ' I\
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Dr. M. Heller

Discuses human variance and how
it precipitates problems in
evaluation. 5,6,7
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W.J. Propham

Introduction to large and small
group instructional techniques,
school organizational patterns.
3,5,6,1

W.J. Propham

Behavioral objectives as they
relate to Blooms taxonomy. 1
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A • . Instructional .Objectives · .
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. ·.>:Teachers 'are ··quick;: to -admit that controversy exists as to what·' type
of objectives are. best for any given instructional . program. The general
non definitive objectives such as ''appreciate literature" are preferred
by some /while o_thers would .· rather use objectives such as " .... be able to
.
explain . the . plpts,(of five contemporary plays." Clearly, the second of the
quotes ..is mora'';'me'asurable then . the first' though it may not be as important
and · objective ,·as":;the first ~.\:A· brief study of objectives may help teachers
. find :· a . realistlc'.:-path to . foliow.. : · ··~,.-;: ..< ·:-.:·;· ' . · ·
- -< · ·· ·
1

.,. · . ~:1{~~~~~i;~~~-r .t:t ):::¥~57.~~~1~·-:<>:'.:-:.'.:~:/tfii,- -.,

. t;~_A:;:,;,r;~~i:·y.:,;>:: ·

·· ·.·";~_;5:·:i~:;?:t;( .
'

. ' '.""·";~hAn ' objective .J is, . after .· all, a goal ~ . Goals are desired ends, . which
.. we ': hope .'. to achie'\ie}'' ;In ' the 'case of instructional objectives' i t is '.
" important that :;\ teachers · know:'" what desired ends they are seeking in as
. specific terms as :possible;'¢-f:;'Only if specific objectives are known, can
·a teacher · intelligently plan'' learning activities to reach those ends and
valid evaluative instruments . to determine .if the objectives were in fact

~;,,:;;.:::~~;.,:: . ;':;·,;·~}~ff~,~I)p:::\ffr~:~,~::· :... -:·;-.. .

at.

.

<,

.· .._, ,)·

.:

·... ~

,
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·"<. The anatomy .of 'a good objective is subject to little dispute. ·Generally~ .·
good objectives have three common characteristics: (a) they state the
specific behavior .desired, (b) they indicate the conditions under which
the behavior should take place 'and (c) they mandate what the minimum level
· of performance whould be~ .. A problem with anatomically complete objectives is the
difficulty of writing them. ·. Many areas in the affective domain are difficult,
but not impossible to behavioralize in a measurable way. In addition, if
each days instructional objectives were written containing all three
elements, the verbiage would be considerable and not totally necessary •
. ··'
•. ...
.
. .':~· ..
.
Consider. the case of ~<chemistry teacher who sets up unit objectives.
A few of the anatomically correct objectives could be:
;

,

, ·: '(1)
':
;·t}'

:-.·· ~~·~.~:~"'.

. . } ...... ~··1

.~

•..

The st'~dent will b~, able to determine the molarity of a solution
given the volume and moles of .solute to one decimal place, 90%
of the . time.
· ,. '

(2)

The student will be able to determine the molarity of a solution
given the volume and mass of solute, 80% of the time.

(3)

Given the molarity of a solution, the student will be able to find
the mass of dissolved solute 80% of the time.

If our list of unit objectives were to continue, . it would probably
include over one hundred objectives for a unit on solutions. The question
can be asked if it may not be easier, for testing purposes, to forget the
desired level of competency for each specific objective and instead use an
overall level of competency for the total unit. Suppose, for example,
objectives are listed with the competency level emitted other then to say,
"that the A student will achieve at least 90% of the objectives, a B student
80% and so forth. This approach is more within the realm of reason for many

B-7

.'.
'

·'

teachers, b~·cau"se:

i

'

. ,.

</~.\~,;/::,;\~~~~:.r.~·:

,\ •

, .•

I

. .· (1) , Most · unit tests contain only one or two items per objective so .
J(~;;):. '. finding · 80% accuracy for any specific objective has no meaning. ·, .
1
·~';h >\~~:·; · " , :~· \i:-f ~:~'Y~1i't~~~;~~~ :~~--:>: :·i11}J~!,~·;;\J '.:,,,;·_,~·.,_ , ~':; ·~ 1;..1J"
·.'; ~·;\<'; :>·'.·,:/\~:': · ;·.~:
~-~ _.:.~:- '-<~J};Yi~~~J:~:rt~-~~~\.} ·:;-t:~~j
:~/, (2) '.;'., scudeh t ' eval~tiori , 1 a-8 ':'i t " is now do.ne" in schools, is on an overall · ·
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1

.:;~!'.")~:.~·:)·~~'~i(t:U~vtf; fi,;~~fat ~%~~.:, by ·V,5,":\f:f!i:":i:1~~ ~ · . ..· ":r./:~·11~r:f';' .
1

0

1

,'..:.}.!:

. ;:.;:~\t;All."pf ·:this ;;,does not 0 meari; however, that· you 'should totally forget ·;. '. .. , . . . , "
·.. the ;i idea : ,of .:;~·Otiii>.eten'cy ., level,:o fo'!=' a : specifiC ' object~ve. While . instructing ·, .·, ...· '·':·{;,-":}'··
a class you\:"can:: expect .~ 9,0% _' accuracy,,,on one :type ' cif :problem · before ·you ' go "··:· ·:· ,' '. ~ '):;,r:.:}

1;~1;;r,,~
at.. has 1,1.,·b•, ..een;;
suggested
.. here ::;is · that teachei;s
.. use behavioral or './1it:.;:j'y:,:-..
.; .., ..... ·r''f.''
,,
.. ,,, . •, . ·
.
' . ' ··. ' ··,.;·,I',
.""'i.,.;. ,,. '·
· '.·•.,. ,t··.r;.«.\«\
measurable
...objectives
, ...·but.
:' that ·f·\ they
need not '. necessarily contain all , three · · '·Y ~.<, :;;·:·;
'.
'•·' ,
. , .".
..• -, : ,,'
. .
·.." ( ·'
anatomical.'parts
;
so,,.
long
as
;
an
overall
level. ' of
competence
is assigned.. . for
.. .·. ·;:·t;:q
.·
.. ,' .-,_ ~; .• , ,· '
.
.' ..'/'/ ' .• ._) ,·
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" ·;' :, .t:. . ...
. '· ' . .
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'.°:f ;-~ • 4
the . ;~i.tnits set;~, pf '· objectives . :·,,,·Anatomically.; complete objectives may be .used, )" . ,, .<: '. ·
but'. )\'remembel:{ 'to j~des ign '. the ·~ t 'e st accordingly ~ >'}1if.i.\'}t~ :''; .·; ·\·'''!·~\:rt»\ : . " ' ·r : ;::;){:/J:t~.':,,»,)/;i/ :-::.;:·.·~'.~P;'·;
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.. 1!;;,:,~~T~inally /i; in·;,wr~~!~g. ,Abjectives : , !_ remembiar :' that . the af~ective and'. (.'.t;::;,:.:;·,:": ·
' psyco-motor-:;domains :.are,>important ,learning outcomes .' . Too frequently ,/,:V.;:... , .
all ; objectives ~re lowe:f :,:. level cognitiv~ where .we should try to get high'•
order. , cognitive ;>' affective ·::· and psycho-motor " objectives ·as. well. ' '
1

· ·· ··..,:·~J.)i;ht.{;!~:;'.: "

>~·tN'.r,:..,,·;~:.~\~itii~~~~fii~t1~\:i:r~M.:~·Y.'.·:·:·i'.t ·i::fi~i·'.J·<~ ·· ·. ··. :!J\{:!!,;;.?·,.

. ,,,;:, ~;·f\ .
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!3. ~·/·;~\~~rn~:.:.~:,~,~~~;8.:: ,~._·;·:,~\'}1;,"'.::.::;·,,'\:::i',;., . ::'.· .'. ·'.,f<:.\j;/\::·:Vi'1'?<' "". .
' ''.<i Learning

packets · are a means of individualizing instruction. The ·
rati~nale behind : them is .. that learning can be improved i f we, as teachers,
make allowance· for pupil differences. Learning packets allow the teacher
to (1) vary rate of .learning, (2) · vary objectives '(3) vary modality of
learning. · All packets may · not vary all the factors mentioned here, but •,·
they ·make

ari.· ~;~empt~

.· .. f·

··,i./;.:f+:· ·:: .':

:·

•

• ,,

•

"

::

E:-1·:-}~:\,{.

1

··•.: Learning packets contain various elements~ Many peop'te feel that all
. packets should contain . a rat.ionale, objectives, pre-test, learning activities•
and
'post-test. There must .b e some degree of flexibility in determining
what a packet contains, because teachers are different and are desirous of
different it.ems in their packets. ·
.
}~,
V, _:>;""
.•;'
•t: ;

a

The rationale for '.a packet is usually given after the title page~ · In
the rationale, the author tells the student in general terms what he will be
learning and why. be is to learn it. In many cases, the rationale looks some
what like the old type, nebulos objectives used by so many teachers for so
many years • . From a student. point of view, the rationale, will tell him where
he .is going and why he needs to get there.
,.
Objectives as specific and measurable as possible are given. These
objectives list the cognitive, affective, and psyco-motor outccmes desired
by .t he end of the packet. · Each of the objectives •~ill be taught and student
achievement determined. The objectives for this packet, as an example , covered
all domains are being tested by several different means~

I'
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The pre-test is designed to test each of the desired objectives. Based
on student performance, the teacher can decide what objective or objectives
each indiyidual stµdent needs to pursue and which he already has met. In
using learning packets it in rarely nssuned that the student starts from a
total absence of lenrninga. ·
, " ·

;·I!''"<

.-

I.

.

t

' .

,,
The learning. activities must shou variety. Each objective should have
at least two different routes so that students have the option of selecting
•' ' ·
which is best for them. In this packet , you may have noticed activities,
such that you could select one tape from several or elect to use a text .or
monograph or even to use a filmstrip. In . this packet you were also given ·
the opportunity to supplement your studies with expanded information at
your option. In .addition to . the types of activities used in this packet,
the astute teacher will se'e countless others such as video tape, ' laboratory ''
experiments, manipulative . devices, programmed instruction and so forth.
•:•' r
Reoember, you are preparing several alternative routes to the same destination
or, . in some cases; .different destinations • .'.
. ·
· · ~ ,; , , . ; //.~~ ':-'.:'.i; ·I;'.· .
i . ·, '
.:. .·,1 •
Once the learning activities are complete,
.
It . is acceptable to use the same test as both pre-test and post-test. ' · Teachers '.; 1
can evaluate both the · students and the instruction by ·test results. · , .
:
· .,
!
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'.l··'t.
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.! ;' ... ·;,'; / ' : :
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;~ . :'f;_....... _·,~·

·:-;'.1 .~

Factors such as time.; imagination and resources will dictate how good a
learning packet will be~ Take as much time as needed to do a good job, · but •·
do not . expect to include every possible approach to learning , only a reasonable
variety so students have a better chance of attaining learning goals.
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TEACHER

-

ATTITUDE

INVENTORY

DIRECTIONS
l.

Do

not write on this booklet.

2.

Place your
sheet.

3.

Place an ''X" over the initials which best represents your feeling
toward the statement given. Use the following code:

c~ded

number and department designation on the M&wer

A=

Agree

U= Undecided

n- Disagree

4. When you have completed the inventory, hand the response sheet and
the booklet to the proctor and leave the

5. There is no time limit.
6.

Thank you for your cooperation.

ro~m.

1) Computers used for instructional purposes reduce teacher effectivehess.

2) other teachers should not be consulted when faced with a professional
problem.
3)

G::>od students if they desire, may be used within classrooms to help
the slower students.

4) Overhead pr:>jectors are useless except in very large group
instruction.
5)

Using vidio taped programs can enhance the learning situation.

6) Firmstrips are devices designed to reduce teacher work load.
7) The only printed material of value are textbooks.

8)

Using more than one text in a class is a waste of teacher time and
effort.

9) Measurable objectives are a good way or setting specific goals.
10) Grouping students based on ability may facilitate learning.
11) Dividing a class into groups based on their learning style ia not

a worthwhile practice.
12)

Teacher made achievement tests can be good diagnostic tests.

13) Pre-testing followed by instruction and

post.testing~is

not

possible in the high school situation.
it~)

Leaming packets are usually a waste of time.

15) Teachers should allow students to select his own objectives but
the teacher may determine the means to llO&Ch those objective1.

16) It is best to keep community members from having an active role
in the instructional program.

17) Role playing can help a student develop empathy for a particular
type of individual.

18) It is frequently good to let students select problems to solve
and to let them use their own approach.

19) There is no purpose to letting students investigate a.n area of
knowledge without coming to a predetermined end.
20) It is 1'requently profitable to allow students to make class
presentation•.
21) It is a good idea to allm-r students to progress at their own rate
and take as long as they need to learn.

22)

If teachers are faced with a time deadline for completing a course,
they may still be able to allow students to pace themselves within
that framework.

23)

A

24)

When a teacher lectures, questions or interruptions should not be
pennitted.

25)

It is sometimes advisable to let small groups make presentations to
the class as a whole.

26)

Drill exerci•s are old fashioned and should not be used.

27)

It is sometimes advisable for the teacher to select a problem and
techniques for solving it and then mandate the students to complete
the assignment.

28)

Games simulating real life situations are of little value in the
classroom.
·

29)

Dividing a class into several groups, each involved in a different
discussion, make a class that is too noisy.

30)

Some students may benefit by being able to select materials and
methods which best suite him in reaching goals established by the
teacher.

31)

Independent study leads to a lowering of academic and behavioral
standards.

32)

Filmstrips, tapes and other media can sometimes be more beneficial
if students use study sheets made by the teacher.

teacher lecturing is the best way to teach most academic subjects.

33) Teacher ma.de achievement tests are poor review instruments.
34)

Grouping students in accordance to interest may increase the moti•
vation of the students.

35) Grouping based on learning problems only serves to perpetuate
ignorance.
36)

Dividing a class into groups such that all abilities are present
within each group serves no educational purpose.

37)

Course objectives should vary to the point that students of greater
ability can have objectives in excess of those required for minimum
completion of the course.

38)

Workbooks should be the same for all students and have the same
difficulty level ;:,f i terns.

39)

Films are valuable learning aids only when discussed or used with
. instructional objectives and integrated into the instructional pro•
gram.

are

4o)

Audio tapes of class discussions or professional presentations
valuable in and out of the class situation.

41)

Laboratory equipment should be used by the students as much as
possible when the material fits the topic or the student.

11.2)

The self contained classroom is the best environment f::>r learning
to occur.

43)

Students can help the teacher by taking over clerical roles thus
freeing the 'ieacher for more important work.

44)

Programmed instruction self made or purchases; increases the
effectiveness of the teacher.

1~5)

Individual tutoring is not the function of a classroom teacher.
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DIRECTIONS

1.

DO NOT write on this booklet.

2.

Place your code number and department designation on the answer sheet.

3.

On the response sheet circle the number which corresponds to the degree

to which you utilize the individualized technique or procedure identified
by that item. The scale is:
1•

Never use the technique

2a Use less then 10% of the ttme
3•

Use more then 10% but less then 501. of the ttme

4•

Use more then 501. but less then 751. of the time

S• Use more then 751. of the ttme
4.

When you have finished the scale hand the response sheet and booklet
to the proctor and leave the room.

5.

There is no ttme limit.

6.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

!
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1)

SELF PACING

Allowing students to pace their own learning with de&dlines
established by the teacher or by teacher-student conference.
2)

SELF PROGRESSION

Allowing students to progress at their own rate without any
specific time deadline.
3)

TFACHER LECTURE/DISCUSSION

Teacher presentation with opportunity for pupil interaction
during the presentation oh a student need basis.
4) TEAM TEACHING
Two or more teachers planning a.nd working with the same group
of students simultaneously.

5)

GROUP PRESEN"1-ATION

Student groups study a particular topic or area a.nd make presentations
to the class.

6) INDIVIDUAL STUDENT PRESENTATION
Individual students make reports, perform demonstrations or make
other presentations to the class.
7)

DRILL

Teacher provides activities for students to reenforce skills recently
learned by doing examples of varying difficulty.
8)

INQUIRY

Class or individual investigations involving problem finding ten*ative
conclusions and testing of hypothesis.
9)

PROBLEM SOLVING, UNIFORM

Teacher selected pr0blefd:~~;~~,,~ii).:6·lass members solve the same
problem with the same or similar techniques.
10)

PROBLEM SOLVING, INDIVIDUAL

Teacher or students selected problems which may be different from
student to student in their nature, approach or both.

11)

SIMULAnON GAMES
Using games or activities which simulate actual real-life
situation. These activities have structure.

12) ROLE PLAYING
Students assume particular roles in a given situation which
is not highly structured. A higher degree of freedom then
simulation games.

13)

GROUP DISCUSSION
Class divided into groups with each group carrying on an
independent.discussion.

14) OUTSIDE PRESENTATIONS
Utilization of people from outside the normal school environment
to make presentations.
15)

SELF-DIRECTED INSTRUcnON
The school or teacher sets the objectives for the student but
the individual student selects the materials and methods to
reach the objectives.

16) PERSONALIZED lNSTRUcrION
Students establishes objectives based on his interest but once
selected the objectives are reached by means determined by
t~e teacher.

17)

INDEPENDENT STUDY
The student determines the learning objectives and the means
by which to achieve them.

18)

LEARNING PACKETS
Packets of ~aterials to reach a stated objective or objectives.
These packets offer different methods of getting to the same
objective and permits total student selection of activities
within the packet.

19)

AcnVITY

EI.E~ENT

A part of a learning packet such as a study guide for a
particular filmstrip.

20)

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST

Use of pre-tests to assess student level and post-tests
to determine gain.
21)

USE OF TEACHER MADE. ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR REVIEW

Using scored tests as review exercise for class or individual•
within the class.

22)

USE OF TEACHER MADE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

Using achievement tests to find student weaknesses for the
purpose of correcting pupil failure.
23)

INTEREST GROUPING

Dividing the class into groups based on pupil interest in
various aspects or approaches to a subject.
24)

LEARNING STYLE GROUPING

Dividing a class into groups based on types of teaching or
learning techinques most preferred by individual students.
25)

LEARNING PROBLEMS GROUPING

Dividing a class into groups based on common leal'l\f.ng
difficulties.
26)

ACHIEVEMENT GROUPING,. HOMOGENEOUS

Dividing a class into groups for bomogeneou1 achieveaaent 1uch
that all bright students are together, all aver&ge 41\d ao forth.
27)

ACHIEVEMENT GROUPING , HETEROGENEOUS

Dividing a class into groups such that all abilities aJPe
present in each group.

28) unLIZATION OF MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES
Stating clear objectives which can be measured easily,

29) OBJECTIVE FLEXIBILITY
Allowing different students to have different objectives,
This technique does not preclude minimum objectives to be
met for satisfactory completion of the course,
30)

MULTIPLE TEXTBOOKS

Use of different textbooks for different pecple ba..d on
atudent need.

31)

WORKBOOKS

Use of workbooks of varying difficulty and oamplexity for drill.
32)

NON TEXTBOOK PRINTED MATERIALS

Using periodicals, pamphlets and other printed material which
is not considered a text.
33)

FILMS

Use of GOVies within the program with ·specific objectives in mind.

34) FILMSTRIPS
Use of filmstrips with specific objectives in mind.
35)

TAPES , AUDIO

Use of tapes for students with specific objectives and student
needs being considered.
36)

TAPES , VIDIO

Use of vidio tape to record a class or to show taped programs
with specific objectives in mind.

37) UBOBATORY EQUIPMENT
Use of science, math, industrial arts or other lab equipment
which the students may manipulate with specific objectives in
mind.
38)

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

Use of overhead projector as an aid to visualization.
39)

VARIABLE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Altering the learning- environment during clue time. Thia
could include use of learning centers, study corals and so
forth.

40) HELPER STUDENTS
Using more advanced students to assist students having difficulty.

41)

CLERICAL HELPERS
Use of student or paraprofessional helpers for secretarial
or clerical duties.

l~2)

TEACHERS AS HELPERS

Use of fellow teachers as resourse people in helping plan
learning activities or in helping supervise activities.
43)

PROO~ IN$~.

Learning broken into carefully sequenced steps such that the
answer to one frame dictates the next step.

44)

COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION
Use of a computer to guide or monitor etudeDte on a path
toward obje~tives.

45)

TUTORING

Teachers working with students on a 1 to 1 basis as part of
the regular activities for a course.
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